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Resumé: The study aims to analyze discursive representation of Syrian migrants in the mass and 
social media and the effect of the discourse on the migrants. Data consisted of one hundred opinion 
articles, one hundred social media posts and thirty interviews. Based on Van Dijk (2006)’s 
framework quantitative - qualitative data analysis was done. Results reveal that the representation 
of migrants in the media change according to the ideology and it affected the migrants’ social 
integration or segregation. 
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Introduction 
Today migration is an important economic and social issue all over the world. Everyday, milllions 
of people cross national borders to improve their quality of life, so the number of migrants has 
grown and the issue of their integration with the host society has gained importance. Mass and 
social media not only provide information, but also have a strong influence on public opinion, 
social identity formation and the host population’s attitude toward migrants.  Thus they play a 
crucial role in the cultural and social integration or segregation of migrants (Elias 2003; Van Dijk 
2005; McGregor and  Siegel 2013 ). 
Media thus plays a crucial role in the cultural and social integration of migrants (Elias, 2003).  
Framed in a critical discourse analysis (CDA) perspective, many studies (e.g. Reisigl and Wodak 
2001;Van Dijk 2005; Törnberg and Törnberg 2016) have analyzed the discursive representation 
of migrants in the host media and the effect of their representation on the audience.  According to 
the studies,  the host media uses negative discourse structures that  
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emphasize the negative characteristics of the migrants, while the negative actions of the host 
people are mitigated. This causes the social and physical segregation between the host and the 
migrant groups. Also, some studies  revealed that the migrants perceived the host media discourse 
on migrants as overgeneralized and incorrect.  
Nowadays the use of corpus linguistics (CL) methodology has become popular in critical discourse 
analysis (CDA). Baker et.al. (2008) stated that “CL examine frequencies of specific phenomena 
recognized in CDA by examining lexical patterns, and can add a quantitative dimension to CDA” 
(p.296). The literature survey revealed that the total number of both CL and CDA studies on 
discursive representation of migrants in media is considerably limited in proportion to the number 
of CL or CDA studies. Thus, the study is framed in both CL and CDA perspectives. 
This study aims to analyze the pro- and anti- Syrian migrant arguments being put forward in 
Turkish newspapers having different political ideology and in the online conversational practices 
of Turkish citizens having different political ideology through detailed concordance and 
collocational analysis, allowing us to define how ideological strategies are linguistically 
constructed in the host media. Also the study is to examine the effects of the host media discourse 
on the Syrian migrants. The following three questions motivate the study: 
1.What kind of discursive strategies were used in the pro and anti-government newspaper opinion 
articles? 
2. What kind of discursive strategies were used in the pro and anti-government social media posts? 
3. What is the Syrian immigrants’ perception of the positive and negative host media (mass and 
social) discourse on immigrants? 
 

1. Methodology 
1.1.Research Design 

The study used a descriptive survey model that enables the researcher to identify the characteristics 
of the observed phenomenon as-is. Quantitative and qualitative methods were applied using the 
both CL and CDA methodologies.   

1.2.Data and Analysis 
In line with the aim of the study, one hundred opinion articles published from March 2011 to 
March 2017 were selected randomly from six elite newspapers. The newspapers have different 
ideologies, three of them pro-government (Sabah, Yeni Şafak, Milliyet) and three of them anti-
government (Sözcü, Cumhuriyet and Türksolu).The articles focused on topics related to migrants. 
Moreover, one hundred online conversational practices of pro- and anti- government Turkish 
citizens on Twitter and Facebook were selected randomly (fifty pro-government, fifty anti-
government ).  
 
The collocations of a target word provide information about the semantic preferences and semantic 
prosody attributed to it (Stubbs 2001; Louw, 1993). In this study, the collocations of the keyword 
“Syrian(s)” was analysed based on Louw’s (1993) and  Stubbs’ (2001) semantic preference and 
prosody theories. Stubbs (2001) defines semantic preference as “the relation, not between 



individual words, but between a lemma or word form and a set of semantically related words” 
(p.65). Semantic prosody is the “consistent aura of meaning with which a form is imbued by its 
collocates” (Louw, 1993: 57). Semantic prosody is evaluative, so it expresses the text producer’s 
attitude or evaluation (Louw, 1993; Baker et al., 2008). 
Concordance analysis allows an analyst to view words in their contexts. Baker et al. (2008) and 
Gabrielatos and Baker (2008) stated that the combination of collocation and concordance analysis 
reflects the writers’ stance towards immigration and also indexes a number of different topoi  in 
the discourse. For this reason, common collocates of the words were also investigated through 
concordance analysis. This way, the topoi, that is, recurring thematic patterns, used in the discourse 
by both sets of data was determined.  
Also, the data analysis was done based on Van Dijk (2006)’s theoretical approach of CDA.   
According to him,  CDA should focus on how discourse structure influence the formation and 
change of the mental models and social representations. Van Dijk (2006)  defines  “ideologies as 
shared mental representations of some kind, in a way that might be compared with the way 
language use is based on a shared grammar or discourse and conversation rules” (p.731). Also, he 
proposes an ideological square that highlights the two macro strategies: positive self representation 
(in-group favouritism) and the negative other representation (derogation of out-group). The square 
consists of the following overall strategies that  ideological discourse has: 

• Emphasize Our good things 
• Emphasize Their bad things 
• De-emphasize Our bad things 
• De-emphasize Their good things 
Moreover, Van Dijk (2006) introduces some ideological discourse categories to examine how 
different ideologies are expressed in different contexts  such as actor description, 
authority,categorization,comparison, consensus, counterfactuals, lexicalization, disclaimer, 
evidentiality,generalization, hyperbole, implication, irony,  metaphor, national self 
glorification, number game, polarization,  populism, presupposition, vagueness, victimization, 
comparison. 
This study will  focus on the discourse categories presented in details as follows: 
Actor Description: The way we describe actors or members of a particular society 
either in a negative or positive way. 
Polarization: Categorizing people as belonging to US with good attributes and 
THEM with bad attributes 
Lexicalization: An overall ideological strategy for negative or positive other-representation 
through the semantic features of the words. 
Generalization: This serves to emphasize certain characteristics of the specific actors as if they 
belong to the whole group, thus seems to enhance the efforts to marginalize the other side. 
Populism: The strategy is used to claim that the people do not support further immigration.   
National self glorification: A device to create positive self representation by 
glorifying one’s country. 



 
Presupposition:The common shared knowledge between people or the ideas taken for 
granted in a proposition 
Hyperbole: A device for enhancing and exaggerating meaning. Sometimes  hyperbole is 
implied by the use of special metaphors, (e.g.opening the floodgates) 
Metaphor: Metaphors are the best known semantic and rhetorical means to make complex or 
abstract meanings more concrete and understandable. 
Irony: Saying something and meaning something else. 
 
Number game:  Numbers  and statistics are the primary means in our culture to persuasively 
display objectivity 
Disclaimer: Presenting an idea as something positive and then rejecting it by the 
use of terms such as 'but' in the second sentence 
Comparison: In racist talk, outgroups are compared negatively, and ingroups positively. In 
antiracist talk, A country or government is negatively compared with loathsome undemocratic 
regimes  
 
Victimization: When the Others tend to be represented in negative terms, and especially when 
they are associated with threats, then the ingroup  needs to be represented as a victim of such 
a threat. 
Also, the thirty interviews were conducted in order to define the migrants’ opinion of Turkish 
media discourse on migrants. The interviews were recorded and carefully transcribed by the 
researcher. 
The corpus was examined using the NooJ linguistic engine module, which allows users to sort 
the words and perform a morphological analysis on Turkish texts (Demirhan and Aksan, 2012). 
2. Findings 
Firstly, to define what kind of discursive strategies are used in the mass and social media,  the 
collocations and concordances of the keyword “Syrian(s)”  were analyzed.  As seen in Table 
(1), the analysis disclosed that anti-government corpus included a higher percentage of 
collocation lines in the negative category. However, the pro-government corpus consisted of a 
higher percentage of collocation lines in the positive category. This reveals that the  anti- 
government group described Syrians in a negative way while the pro-government group  
described them in a positive way. The result was consistent with the previous studies on the 
representation of Syrian migrants in Turkish media  (e.g. Nas 2015, Sunata and Yıldız 2016, 
Özözen-Kahraman 2016, Esmer 2017).  

  



Table 1. Collocation analysis of the keyword “Syrians” 
 

 Anti-Government 
Corpus 

(52,932 Tokens) 

Pro-Government 
Corpus 

(51,577 Tokens) 
Negative 97% 3% 
Positive 2% 98% 

 
Moreover, the analysis showed that the discursive categories presented in Table (2) were  
frequently used to characterize Syrian migrants in both set of data. It was observed that these 
categories often occured in combination. 
 
Table 2. Discursive categories used in the anti- and pro-government corpus 
Discursive Categories Anti goverment  Pro government  

Newspaper 
Opinion 
Articles 

Social Media 
Posts  

Newspaper 
Opinion 
Articles 

Social 
Media Posts 

Actor Description  152 75 93 67 
Polarization 133 81 71 54 
Lexicalization  67 48 63 46 
Genaralization 62 41 57 33 
Populism 57 51 38 27 
National Self 
Glorification 

15 12 16 17 

Presupposition 7 4 8 5 
Hyperbole 22 3 40 5 
Number Game 88 3 138     2 
Metaphor 12 5 9 3 
Irony 18 11 13 9 
Disclaimer 8 - 11 - 
Comparison 17 18 14 16 
Victimization 
  

37 23 26 19 

 
Also the analysis revealed that the following themes or topoi presented in Table (3) were  dominant 
in the corpus.  
  



Table 3. The topoi employed in the pro and anti government corpus 

 Topoi 

The anti-government corpus Topos of burden 

Topos of number 

Topos of damage and advantage 

Topos of abuse and crime 

The pro-government corpus Topos of  advantage or usefulness 

Topos of victimization and humanization 

Topos of culture and history 

Topos of “Turkish example” 

 
 
As seen in the following examples, the deictic pronouns  “biz (we),  bizim (our) , bize (us), onlar 
(they), bunlar (these/those) and onlara (them), onların (their)”  were  used in the corpus as part of 
the actor description and polarization  strategy  denoting the distinction between Us and Them.  In 
the anti- government corpus, the pronoun  “WE” is  inclusive of writer, Turkish nation and also 
the reader while the exclusive pronouns “THEY, THESE” are comprised of the Syrian 
migrants.This way the anti government group tried to show a positive representation of the Turkish 
people. In other words, they tired to create the impression that the 'Turks' form a homogeneous 
group of one origin, having one identity, one culture and one language and with equal rights for 
all members of the group. Also they implied that Syrians are not a part of Turkish society and they 
are just foreigner. 
 (1) (Anti- government opinion article (AGOA) ) “Bizdeki yaklaşık 40 bin kişi Gaziantep, Kilis ve 
Hatay’daki kamplarda yaşıyor...Bunlara her gün üç öğün yemek çıkarıyoruz. Devletin bizim 
insanlarımızdan esirgenen paracıkları Suriyeliler için harcanıyor..on binlerce kişi işsiz kaldı” 
(Nearly 40,000 of them of ours live at the camps in Gaziantep, Kilis and Hatay. ….. We provide 
them three meals a day. Money of the state which had been begrudged from our own people is 
spent for them ..) 
 (2) (Anti-governmet social media post (AGSMP) “bir baş belamız daha oldu bunlar bizi cok 
uğraştıracaklar Allah sonumuzu hayır etsin.#Suriyeli” (We got  into another huge bother, these 
will  cause a lot of trouble to us. God save us!) 
As for pro-government corpus, in the examples (3) and (4) the pronoun “WE” is used as an 
inclusive of writer, Turkish nation, and Syrians. This way the pro-government group tired to create 
Turks-Syrians solidarity.  



 (3) (Pro-government opinion article (PGOA)) “Bizim insanlarımız kendilerine sığınacakları bir 
liman arıyor; Suriyeli göçmenler bizim kardeşimizdir” (Our people seek a harbor to shelter; Syrian 
migrants are our siblings)  
(4) (Pro-government social media post (PGSMP)) “Suriyeliler  biziz.. Bizler Osmanlıyız “ (We are 
Syrians ..We are Ottomans) 
However, in the examples (5-7) the pronouns “bizim, onlar, sen/siz (you)”  were exclusively used 
to show the negative representation of Turkish left wing parties, especially the Republican 
People’s Party (CHP)  and supporter of the parties. Thus the pro-government group critized the 
left wing parties and people’ attitude towards the migrants. 
 (5) (PGOA) “...Aile bağı ve derin etnik kökenleri bakımından hayli esmer olanlarımız 
bile...Suriyeli mülteci istemiyor. Lafta pek hümanistler, pek yardımseverler ama Ortadoğu'dan 
gelen her sığınma talebini neredeyse sosyal bir "kirlilik" gibi görüyorlar.” (Even  some of us who 
are quite swarthy because of their family bonds and ethnicities don’t want Syrian refugees. They 
are so-called humanist and pretty charitable but they see any asylum request from Middle-East as 
almost like a social “pollution) 
 (6) (PGSMP) “İşlerine geldiğinde #Türkiye battı, yaşanmaz..İşlerine geldiğinde cennetin bir köşe 
ve #Suriyelilere bırakılmayacak.” (If it serves them,  they say  Turkey is unliveable, corrupted  and 
if it serves them they also say Turkey is a garden of eden not to be left to Syrians.) 
(7) (PGSMP) “Çanakkale'de dedenle sırt sırta çarpışan #Suriyeli'yi bugün sınır dışı etmeyi 
düşünmek… vicdansa eğer vicdanınız kurusun.” (If you think about deporting the Syrians who had 
fought against the enemy together with your ancestors in Çanakkale  then you have no conscience 
and heart) 
As seen in the following examples, the  term “Syrian(s)” and also the  pronoun “they” were 
collocated with the negative semantic prosodic words such as  prostitution, attack in the anti-
government corpus. In these examples, the anti-gorvernment group used the negative lexicalization 
strategy  under the topos of abuse and crime. Also they generalized all negative properties  to the 
whole group (all Syrians) based on the generalization strategy. Moreover, in these examples the 
populism strategy was used to denote that Turkish citizens do not want further migration. This way 
the anti group implied that all Syrians are burden for Turkey and they should be repatriated. 
 (8) (AGOP) “…son 1.5 yılda Türkiye’de en çok Gürcü ve İranlı hırsızlık suçundan yakalanırken 
şimdi Suriyeliler öne geçti. İşsiz Suriyeli kadınlar, hatta çocuk yaştaki kızların fuhuşa 
yönlendirildikleri bildiriliyor..”(…. Georgians and Iranians were the most arrested ones for theft 
before but now Syrians has taken the lead in 1.5 years. It is reported that unemployed Syrian 
women or even child-aged girls had been forced for prostitution)  
(9)  (AGSMP) Türkiye'de vahşi eşkıya #Suriyeli istemiyoruz (We don’t want wild, bandit Syrians 
in Turkey) 
By contrast with the anti-group, pro-group used positive lexicalization strategy. In the examples 
(10-11), the term Syrians was collocated with  the positive semantic prosodic words such as  
contribution, our quests. Furthermore, all these positive properties are generalized to the whole 
group. Under the topos of advantage or usefulness and humanitarism, the pro-group claim that 



Syrian migrants are good for the Turkish economy and also social life. This way they tried to 
promote empathy and solidarity towards the situation of the migrants in Turkish society. 
 (10) (PGOA) “..Suriyeliler, ekonomiye ciddi katkı verdi…. ekonomiyi motive etti. ( Syrians have 
made a huge contribution to the economy…. motivated the economy ) 
(11) (PGSMP) Suriyeli diye bir şey yok. Misafirlerimiz, din kardeşlerimiz var. (They are not 
Syrians. They are our guests, religious fellows..) 
Under the topos of culture and history in the examples (12 -13) the anti group emphasized Turkish 
hospitality and Turkish patriotism. The national self-glorfication strategy was used to justify the 
repatriation of Syrian migrants. 
 (12) (AGOA) “Zorda kalanla ekmeğimizi paylaşırız……Ama “vatan”ı paylaşamayız” ( we share 
our bread  with the people who are in difficult situations  but we never share our country. 
(13) (AGSMP) “Savaştan kaçmış bir millete tarihini savaşarak yazmış bir milletin vatandaşlığı 
verilmez” (The  people who escaped the battle can not be granted   citizenship of  a nation who 
wrote its history by  fighting) 
As for the pro-group, the category was used to praise the government migration policy and also to 
show the historical relation between Turks and Syrians. In the example (14), under the topos of 
humanitarinaism and the topos of “Turkish example”, the columinsts praised the  government’s 
(especially the president Erdoğan) example behaviour policy on the migration  and its/his 
humanitarian attitude towards the migrants.  
 (14) (PGOA) “Avrupa’da sosyal devlet olmak anlamında örnek ülke konumunda bugün 
Türkiye..…Şimdi de Başbakan Erdoğan, sayıları yüz bine yaklaşan Suriyeli Mülteci'ye 
memnuniyetle ev sahipliği yapıyor. Türk'ün efsanevî misafirperverliğini bir defa daha gösteriyor. 
(Today, Turkey is in a position of being a role model country in Europe about being a social state. 
…...Now Prime Minister Erdoğan, with pleasure, is hosting Syrians whose numbers are reaching 
100,000. He demonstrates the legendary hospitality of Turks once again.) 
In the example (15), the statement “we are syrians we are ottoman” presupposed that Syria was 
part of the Ottoman Empire from 1516 to 1918, so Syrians and Turks have a great common history 
and they are siblings. This way under the topos of culture and history the columinst created and 
enhanced the solidarity between Syrians and Turks. 
 (15) (PGSMP) Suriyeliler  biziz… Bizler Osmanlıyız  (We are Syrians We are Ottomans) 
Furthermore, the anti -government group used the rhetoric devices (metaphor, irony, hyberbole 
and number game categories) to show the negative representation of Syrian migrants. As illustrated 
in the following examples, the anti government articles and posts consisted of the metaphors  such 
as “refugee depot”, “migrant influx”, “flora of the city”; the hyperboles- number game such as 
“more than one hundred thousand”, that carry negative connotations  like overcrowding, flooding. 
Also the anti group used the irony strategy  in the example (16). In this statement the “excellency” 
was used to refer to Turkish president.  This way, under the topos of number,  the anti group 
ironically critized the government’s migrant policy and its  insufficient physical  control on the 
migration. They more or less impicitly defined the Turkish citizens as the victims of the 
goverment’s wrong policy. 



 (16 ) (AGOA) “.. iki gün içinde 100 bini aşkın Suriyeli daha sınırımıza dayandı…Türkiye, 
Ankara’daki hazretlerin sayesinde sığınmacı deposu oldu!..” (In two days, more than 100,000 
Syrians have turned up at our borders too... Turkey has become a refugee depot thanks to the 
excellency in Ankara! )  
(17)(AGSMP) Ordu’ nun bitki örtüsü artık #Suriyeli bu nedir her adım da ( The flora of the city 
«Ordu» is now Syrians What the hell is that in every step) 
As to pro- government group, they used the rhetoric devices to  show positive representation of 
Syrian migrants. As seen in the following examples, they used the metaphors  such as “migrant 
harbour”, “safe harbour”,  hyperboles, number game such as “more than 3 million” that carry 
positive connotations. This way, under the topos of culture and topos of humanitarianism, the pro 
group praised Turkish governments’  humanitarian attitude towards the migrants. 
(18) (PGOA)) “3 milyondan fazla Suriyeliye ev sahipliği yapan Anadolu toprakları mültecilerin 
sığındığı güvenli bir liman oldu. (The Anatolian lands that host more than 3 million Syrians have 
become the safe harbour for the refugees.) 
(19) (PGSMP) “ ..göçmen limanı #Anadolu, herkese kucak açmış, bugün de #Suriyeli kardeşlerine 
kucak açıyor.(Anatolia ,the migrant harbour, has   embraced everybody ; today it embraces its 
Syrian brothers.) 
However, the rhetoric phrases were collocated with the negative semantic prosodic words such as 
“threat”, “uncomfortable” in the pro- corpus to critize the Europe policy on migration under the 
topos of  worry and fear. This was illustrated in the example (20). 
(20) (PGOA) “Güç ve yaptırımı elinde tutan Batı bundan göçmen akını ancak kendi düzenini tehdit 
ettiğinde rahatsız oluyor” (West who holds power and sanction only gets uncomfortable when the 
migrant influx threaten its own order) 
The following examples illustrated the use of disclaimer category in the corpus. It was observed 
that there was no usage of the category in social media posts  in the corpus. In the example (21) 
under the topos of abuse and crime,  the anti columinst ironically critized  Syrians’ negative attitude 
to Turkish flag and  he implied that they were threat for Turkey and  Turkish citizens. However, 
in the example (22), the pro-columinst ironically critized the left wing people and the opposition 
party’s  attitude towards the migrants.  
 (21) (AGOA) “Bu eylem, ülkemize sığınmış olan “Suriyeli muhalifler”in marifetiydi.  Adamlar 
güya Beşşar Esad’a muhalifler. Ama bakınca görüyorsunuz ki, pekâlâ da kendilerine kucak açmış 
Türkiye’ye muhalifmişler.” (This action was carried out by  Syrian opponents sheltered in our 
country. The guys  are so-called  against Esad. However  when you look, you see that they are 
against Turkey embracing them..) 
 (22) (AGSMP) “Lafta pek hümanistler, pek yardımseverler ama Ortadoğu'dan gelen her sığınma 
talebini neredeyse sosyal bir "kirlilik" gibi görüyorlar.” (…They are so-called humanist and pretty 
charitable but they see any asylum request from Middle-East as almost like a social pollution..) 
The examples (23) to (26) illustrated the use of comparison and victimization categories in the 
corpus. In the examples (23-24) under the topos of damage and disadvantage the anti-group 



ironically critized the government policy on migration and defined the Turkish citizens as the 
victims of the goverment’s wrong policy.  
 (23) (AGOA) “500 bin Suriyeli erkek, kendi memleketine sahip çıkmak yerine, bizim 
memleketimizde gezecek. Bizim gençlerimiz, bunların memleketini kurtarmak için oralarda 
vuruşacak, şehit düşecek, sonra da hiç utanmadan buna “vatan savunması” denecek öyle mi?”(  
500 thousand Syrian men travel and have fun in our country instead of defending their country 
.Our youth fight there and die to save their(Syrians) country, and then  that is named “defence  
Of the nation” shamelessly, is it right?)”  
 (24) (AGSMP  ) “# halkım aç suriyeliler en kral yerlerde oturuyor” ( My people are hungry, 
Syrians live in the best places. ) 
In the following examples (25-26) under the topos of humanitarinaism, the pro-group critized the 
European countries, the Arabic countries and also the Turkish left wing parties and people’  
humanitarian attitude towards the Syrians and their dissimilation policies on the migration.  They 
implied that Syrian migrants are the victims of their dissimilation policies. 
(25) (PGOA) “Suriyeli mültecilerin Akdeniz’de boğulup cesetlerinin kıyılara vurmasına sebep 
olan Avrupa, çete üyelerine sınırlarını açtılar… Suriyelilere gelince de üç maymunu oynuyorlar.. 
..Kuveyt, Katar gibi ülkelerde bir tane mülteci yok.  Çünkü yasak. Hintlilere, Filipinlilere serbest 
ama Suriye’liye yasak “ (Europe, which has caused Syrian refugees to drown in Mediterranean 
Sea …., has opened their borders to parallel mob members. When it comes to Syrians, they play 
ostrich… there is not even one refuge in those countries such as Kuwait, Qatar…  Because it is 
forbidden for Syrians)  
(26) (PGSMP) “#Suriyeli kardeşlerimiz üzerinden yapılan provakasyona gelme! Bir zamanlar 
Almanlar 'Türken raus'diyordu .Almanlar gibi ırkçı mı olalım?”(Don’t be provoked  against  our 
Syrian fellows.  At one time,  Germans used to say “Türken raus”.  Shall we become racist like  
Germans ?) 
In line with the second aim of the study we examined the effects of the host media discourse on 
the Syrian migrants. The interviews were conducted in order to define the migrants’ opinion of 
Turkish media discourse on migrants.   Before the interviews, the migrants were informed about 
the anti and pro government host media  discourse on Syrian migrants. Then,  the  question was 
asked to them: What do you think about the  images about the migrants transmitted by the anti and 
pro-government host media? 
Excerpts: 
(1)  Facebook ya da gazete de kötü söz duyunca üzülürüm .. Türkler bizi istemez.. Türklere 
anlatmak isterim biz kötü değil .. Güzel haber mutlu eder .. Türk gibi olurum (when I read the bad 
words on facebook or newspaper I feel sorry .. I would like to tell Turks we are not bad .. Good 
news make me happy .. I feel like the Turks) 
(2) Sosyal medyadaki güzel yazı  gurur duyarım .... kötü yazı beni mutsuz eder .. Türkler bizi 
istemez aklıma gelir.. konuşmak isterim hep Suriyeli kötü değil ..her ülke iyi insan kötü insan var 
(The good writing I am proud..the bad writing makes me unhappy .. It reminds me that Turks do 



not want us .. I would like to talk to Turks .. all Syrians are not bad .. There is good and bad in 
every country) 
As seen in the excerpts above, the interview results revealed that ninety-eight percent of all the 
interviewees said that  the negative image transmitted by the anti government host media  upset 
them. Also according to them, the negative ones reflected an incorrect and overgeneralized 
perspective on migrants. They said that because of the negative news about them, Turkish people 
avoid contacts with them. They wanted to improve the generalized and stigmatized image about 
them. Therefore they wanted more contact with Turkish people to tell them the truth about 
themselves. Moreover, the interviewees said that the positive image transmitted by the pro-
government made them happy, pride and feel themselves at safe.  
 
3. Conclusion and discussion 
The results obtained in the study were similar to the results obtained in previous studies based on 
CDA (Çağlar and Özkır, 2015; Göker and Keskin, 2015) that analyzed the representation of Syrian 
migrants in Turkish media. As in the previous studies, in this study it was seen  that the 
representation of migrants in the social  and mass media changed according to the columinsts’ and 
ordinary people’s  political standpoint. 
In the study, the anti-government group pursued  an exclusion, anti-migrant  discourse. According 
to Van Dijk (2005:28), anti- migrant discourse requires that anti-migrant policies are good for 
“Us” or “our people”. In parallel with his claim, in the anti- group  a negative image of migrants 
was established especially by criminalization and problematization, mostly under the topoi of 
burden, abuse and crime, such as migrants as a burden to Turkey, migrants as a threat to the safety 
of Turkish state.  Moreover, they critized the migrant policy of the government on behalf of 
Turkish people and in their articles and posts, a positive self-portrayal of the Turkish people  was  
given. Turkish people were represented as victims of  migrants and were burdened with the 
presence of many  migrants. 
As for the pro-government columinsts and ordinary people, they follow an inclusion, pro-migrant  
discourse. Under the topoi of victimisation and humanisation, culture and advantage  migrants 
were positively portrayed as people contributing to the prospertiy of Turkey, being useful to 
Turkish economy and  also as people who were our co-religionists,  friends and who suffered from 
war and persecution  and needed protection. With the representation of migrants as positive out-
group, the pro-government group more or less implicitly stated that they supported and legitimated 
the migrant policy of the government. Also, they didn’t approve  of the anti-migrant policies of 
the opposite left wing parties and their supporters (especially CHP) in Turkey, European  and 
Arabic  countries. According to them, the Syrian migrants were victims of  these parties and these 
countries. 
In the second part of the study, we tried to find out how  Syrian migrants perceived Turkish mass 
and social media discourse on migrants. The interview results disclosed that the positive out group 
discourse of the pro -group made the migrants feel safe, proud and integrated while the negative 
other representation of the anti group made them  feel isolated from the Turkish society.According 



to them, especially the anti- government media discourse has an active role in homogenizing and 
fixing the discourse on migrants. In other words, the  discourse represents them as a homogenous 
group that share the same negative characteristics and backgrounds. Therefore  Turkish people do 
not want to communicate with them.  
According to Contact Hypothesis ( Allport 1954; Pettigrew 1998), interpersonal contact changes 
attitudes and reduces prejudice between majority and minority group members. In parallel with 
this hypothesis the interviewees in the study said that they wanted to have more contact with 
Turkish people to diminish  the negative image  about the migrants transmitted by the anti -
government  mass and social media. 
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